
Tower Electronic Systems 
C SERIES BATTERY CABINET QUICK SETUP GUIDE 

 (REV 1  –   JAN 2016) 
 

  

WARNING!!! Incorrect termination or switching may cause serious harm, equipment damage or even DEATH 

 

Step 1: 
Unpack your product and check you have all the  

necessary parts as shown below: 

          

                         
Battery Cabinet          Batteries               DC Cables 

 

 

Step 2: 
Determine what cabinet you building: 
Type C3 Battery Cabinet = 3 batteries on its base 

Type C4 Battery Cabinet = 2 batteries on its base & 2 batteries on its shelf 

Type C8 Battery Cabinet = 4 batteries on its base & 4 batteries on its shelf 

Type C32 Battery Cabinet = 8 batteries on its base & 8 batteries per its 3 shelves 

 

At the end of assembly all your batteries should be connected in series.  
(ie one long connection, positive to negative) 

 

 
 

 

Step 3: 
Unpack your battery cabinet from it’s box. 

Lay the base of your battery cabinet in its final position  

and assemble its two solid sides. 
(Once the battery cabinet is fully populated with batteries you won’t be able to move it. 

Do Not assemble the entire battery cabinet  

otherwise you won’t be able to put the batteries inside.) 

 
 

Step 4: 
Lay your first row of batteries onto the base,  

in alternating configuration 

  
 

 

Step 5: 
Install the circuit breaker  

and wire your main positive cable to the first battery. 

ENSURE the circuit breaker is OFF. 

 
 

Step 6: 
Continue to wire the remaining batteries in series,  

Positive to Negative. 

Then place the second shelf in position. 

 
 

 

Step 7: 
 Lay your second row of batteries onto the first shelf, 

In the opposite configuration to the base row. 

Connect the free bottom row battery terminal (-) to the (+) terminal  

of the battery durectly above it on the first shelf. 

 

 

Step 8: 
Continue to wire the remaining batteries in series,  

Positive to Negative. 

 
     

 

 

Step 9: 
Make your final Negative connection into the terminal block  

as shown in the picture. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Step 10: 
Connect the supplied UPS/Inverter battery cable that plugs/connects to 

the back of the UPS/Inverter  

into the two free terminals on the connection block 
 

 
 

MEASURE AND ENSURE YOUR POLARITIES AND END DC VOLTAGE IS 

CORRECT AS REQUIRED BY THE UPS/INVERTER YOU ARE CONNECTING 

THIS BATTERY PACK TO! 

ENSURE YOU EARTH THE BATTERY CABINET 
 

http://www.towerupsdistribution.co.za/resources/ 


